La Rochelle, août 2014

Aureus XV Absolute at the Cannes Yachting Festival
The 15-meters sailing yacht Aureus XV Absolute will be showcased at the Cannes Yachting Festival,
th
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taking place from September 9 to 14 . This full carbon-made sailing yacht, launched in 2013, offers a
subtle balance of performance, comfort, elegance and manoeuvrability. Powerful but yet easy to
handle, fully equipped, it is nonetheless a light vessel with high energy autonomy for offshore sailing.
The full carbon/epoxy, vacuum infused hull and deck guarantee exceptional lightness and rigidity, offering
a running performance worthy of pure racers. Ultra-efficient and hardwearing D4 vectran sails ensure even
more sensations during ocean sailing. The deck is designed for total freedom of movement, with no rope ends
to obstruct mobility and the equipment is flush or built-in.
Fully automated manoeuvres require less effort and allow the optimal control of your sailboat even with a
small crew. On the Aureus XV Absolute all manoeuvres can be made from each helm station: backstays, boom
vang and mainsheet adjustments, reefing, etc. Thanks to the electric furlers and electric two-ways trimming and
easing winches, hoisting or trimming the sails also becomes a piece of cake!
The interior offers sober luxury combining pure lines and fine durable materials: leather, wood, carbon,
steel. Generous storage space, a real multimedia area with satellite internet access and a fully-fitted kitchen
offering optimal functionality and the modern comforts of city living.
The Aureus XV Absolute also features a built-in hydro generator and a water maker for autonomy and
comfort at sea. Moreover, her velocity allows more frequent use of the sails, even in light winds, which, in
addition to making sailing more fun, also reduces the need for engine use.
This year we also propose two other versions of the Aureus XV, less equipped and more affordable (from
€659,000), still 100% manufactured at our workshops near La Rochelle (France) where traditional skills
combine with the latest technologies.
You will find the Aureus Yachts’ stand on the Old Port of Cannes - Quai Saint Pierre - QSP 156. The
Aureus XV will be berthed just in front - QSP 026.
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